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Abstract
The objective of this paper is to tackle methodological issues associated with the inclusion of cognitive and dynamic considerations into
Human Reliability methods. A methodology called Human Error Risk Management for Engineering Systems is presented that offers a
‘roadmap’ for selecting and consistently applying Human Factors approaches in different areas of application and contains also a ‘body’ of
possible methods and techniques of its own. Two types of possible application are discussed to demonstrate practical applications of the
methodology. Specific attention is dedicated to the issue of data collection and definition from specific field assessment.
q 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The need to include Human Factors (HF) considerations
in the design and safety assessment processes of technological systems is nowadays widely recognised by almost all
stakeholders of technology, from end-users to providers and
regulatory bodies.
The critical role assigned to HF in design and safety
assessment depends on the widespread use of automation
and its impact on human errors. Automation improves
performance of routine operations, aims at reducing workload, and successfully limits most human blunders at
behavioural level. However, automation introduces a
variety of safety critical issues due to ‘errors’ of cognition,
which are particularly correlated and strongly affected by
socio-technical contextual conditions, e.g. training and
experience, physical working environment, teamwork, etc.
These factors are crucial for ensuring safety and user
friendliness of ‘advanced’ technology system [1].
Another relevant factor associated with HF in the design
and safety assessment processes is that it is impossible to
conceive a plant that is totally ‘human-error free’, as this is
an intrinsic characteristic of any technological system.
Therefore, the improvement of the safety level of a system
can only be achieved through the implementation of
appropriate measures that exploit the enormous power of
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both human skills and automation potential for preventing
or recovering from human errors, and for mitigating the
consequences of those errors that still occur and cannot be
recovered. This represents a process of Human Error
Management (HEM).
Over the last 25 years, the scope of Quantitative Risk
Assessment (QRA) has vastly changed, progressively
expanding its bearing to areas such as safety management,
regulation development, and design [2]. However, the
requirements and specifications of new areas and domains
of application require that new methods and techniques are
developed. This is particularly true for HF, which suffers
from the major ‘bottleneck’ of providing numerical
measures of the likelihood of certain events and of their
associated consequences.
In order to provide a substantial contribution to QRA
from the human reliability side, a variety of methods have
been developed during the 1970s and 1980s. The most
relevant technique and complete framework, developed in
those years, for inclusion of human contribution to QRA is
certainly the Technique for Human Error Rate Prediction
(THERP) [3,4]. Other methods, based on the same
principles, and focused on slightly different issues have
been developed in the same period. All these methods are
essentially focused on behavioural aspects of human
performance and may be considered as ‘first generation’
methods of Human Risk Assessment (HRA) [5]. They are
well suited for supporting basic or generic QRAs, as they
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provide the probabilities of human errors and thus fulfil the
primary requirement of reliability analysis.
However, every first generation method focuses strongly
towards quantification, in terms of success/failure of action
performance, with lesser attention paid to in-depth causes
and reasons of observable human behaviour. In other words,
first generation methods suffer from the drawback of being
substantially unable to explain why humans did what they
did and what triggered inappropriate behaviour. These
methods neglect the cognitive processes that underlay
human performances, which are instead essential for safety
analyses of modern Human Machine Systems (HMS). This
inability to capture root causes and understand causal paths
to errors, makes it impossible for first generation methods to
provide any contribution to recovery and mitigation aspects
typical of HEM, which is instead a crucial component of
safety assessment, as discussed above.
Another important aspect is the dependence of human
errors on the dynamic evolution of incidents. From this
viewpoint, the overall picture of first generation methods is
even less encouraging. Only few methods make some
reference to dynamic aspects of human-machine interaction,
while the static dependencies are well considered in almost
all approaches.
These issues are the driving subjects of most methods
developed in recent years and justify their grouping into
‘second-generation’ techniques [5], even though not all
techniques tackle these three aspects at the same time. A
critical bottleneck is common to all second-generation
methods: the existence and availability of adequate
supporting data.
In this paper, a methodological framework of reference,
called Human Error Risk Management for Engineering
Systems (HERMES), will be presented. HERMES offers:
† A ‘roadmap’ for selecting and applying coherently and
consistently the most appropriate HF approaches and
methods for specific problem at hand, including the
identification and definition of data; and
† A ‘body’ of possible methods, models and techniques
of its own to deal with the essential issues of modern
HRA, i.e. HEM, cognitive processes and dynamic
Human Machine Interaction (HMI).
Firstly, the ‘points of view’ to be taken into consideration
by HF analysts before starting any analysis or safety study
will be reviewed. Then, models and methods for HMI will
be discussed focusing on their integration in a logical and
temporal sequence within the overall design and safety
assessment process: This represents the methodological
framework HERMES. Finally, focusing on safety assessment, it will shown how HERMES may be applied in formal
HRA applications and how it was implemented for the
safety audit in a real and complex environment.

2. Points of view for development of human machine
systems
A number of standpoints or points of view should be
onsidered when studying a HMS. These cover a wide range
of issues, from considerations of specific HMI to sociotechnical conditions, and must guide the designer/analyst in
consistently and coherently apply HF methods. In particular
five points of view are to be set at the beginning of any
study:
1. Definition of the Goals of the HMS under study and/or
development;
2. Concept and Scope of the HMS under study and/or
development;
3. Type of analysis to be performed;
4. Area of Application; and
5. Indicators of safety level.
These five points of view are the essential and basic
elements that the analyst must consider and resolve prior to
and during the development of any design or safety
assessment [6].
2.1. Goals of human machine systems
The first point of view demands that the goals of the
systems under study must be clearly identified and
constantly accounted for during the whole process.
To discuss this initial standpoint, the example of safety
and protection systems will be discussed. The improvement
of safety of any technological system demands that
appropriate measures are developed aiming at creating
awareness, warning, protection, recovery, containment and
escape from hazards and accidents. These are usually defined
as Defences, Barriers and Safeguards (DBS) and represent all
structures and components, either physical or social that are
designed, programmed, and inserted in the human-machine
system with the objective of making more efficient and safe
the management of a plant, in normal and emergency
conditions. DBSs should tackle one of or all three objectives
typical of HEM, namely: (a) prevention of human errors; (b)
recovery from errors, once they occur; and (c) containment of
the consequences that result from their occurrence. Moreover, three fundamental principles of design of modern
technological systems must be accounted for, namely:
Supervisory Control, User-Centred Design (UCD) and
Systems’ Usability. Keeping in mind the goals of HEM and
the principles of UCD constitutes therefore the initial
standpoint from which to initiate a design or a safety
assessment of a HMS.
2.2. Concept and scope of human machine system
Control systems are directly related to some forms of
performance (either appropriate or erroneous). It is therefore
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important to develop a clear understanding of human
performances or behaviours and their dependence on
specific dynamic context (contingencies) and socio-technical environment in which they are imbedded. This is a
second point of view for the development of effective
Human Machine Interfaces and HEM measures. In this
perspective, the consideration for ‘human factors’ and
‘human errors’ expands the more classical definitions and
embraces all behaviours that may engender dangerous
configurations of a plant.

a specific occurrence and context. They can be carried out
by combining four types of methods and models extensively
formalised, namely: Root Cause Analysis (RCA); Ethnographic Studies (ES); Cognitive Task Analysis (CTA); and
HF Theories and Models of HMI. Prospective analyses aim
at the ‘evaluation of consequences’ of HMI scenarios, given
a selected spectrum of Models of HMI, Data and
Parameters, Initiating Events and Boundary Conditions,
and Creative Thinking.

2.3. Types of analysis

2.4. Areas of application

A variety of models and methods are necessary for the
development of HMSs. In general, they can be structured
in an integrated framework that considers two types of
analysis, i.e. retrospective and prospective studies, which
are complementary to each other and equally contribute
to the development and safety assessment of HEM
measures (Fig. 1) [7].
These analyses rest on common empirical and theoretical
platforms: the evaluation of socio-technical context, and the
model of HMI and related taxonomies. In fact, applying
consistent HMI models and theories, the data and
parameters derived from evaluation of real events and
working environment (retrospective studies) can be reasonably applied for predicting consequences and evaluating
effectiveness of safety measures (prospective studies). The
consideration of these differences and synergies between
prospective and retrospective analyses is the third point of
view to be assumed by designers and analysts for the
development of HMSs.
In practice, retrospective analyses are oriented to the
identification of ‘data and parameters’ associated with

When performing a process of design or assessment of
a HMS, it is essential that the specific area of application
of the system under study is well delineated. This differs
from the point of view on identification of the
goals of the system of thought there are strong links
between these two standpoints. In practice, four areas
of application must be considered, namely, Design,
Training, Safety Assessment, and Accident Investigation
(Table 1).
Each of these four areas of application encompasses
specific types of assessment. The fourth point of view for
the development of effective HMS and HEM measures lies
in the appreciation of the fact that there are four possible
areas of application, and in the links existing between
different areas.
According to this fourth point of view, a variety of tools
and approaches must be applied before and during the
lifetime of a system for the verification that adequate safety
conditions exist and are maintained.

Table 1
Areas application and type of assessment for HMSs

Fig. 1. Prospective and retrospective analysis.

Area of application

Type of assessment

Design

Design of control, emergency and
protection systems
Design of human–machine interfaces
Development of normal and emergency
procedures

Training

Classroom human factors training
Human factors training in simulators

Safety assessment

Human contribution to design basis
accident
Human contribution to probabilistic risk
assessment
Evaluation of safety levels of an
organisation by recurrent safety
audits

Accident investigation

Human contribution to real accident
aetiology and identification of root
causes
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2.5. Indicators of safety
A final point of view is necessary for completing the
process of appreciation and generation of measures for
improving and safeguarding a system. This is related to
the definition of appropriate safety levels of a plant.
Indeed, only by applying coherent specific methods at
different stages of development and management of a
system, it is possible to ensure effectiveness and
preservation of adequate safety margins throughout the
lifetime of the plant. Consequently, in all type of analyses,
and for all areas of application, it is essential that
adequate indicators be identified that allow the estimation
or measurement of the safety level of a system. As each
plant and organisation bear peculiarities and characteristics specific to their context and socio-technical
environment, appropriate methods and approaches must
be applied for the definition of quantitative, as well as
qualitative, indicators, which are unique for the plant and
organisation under scrutiny.
As an example, during a Recurrent Safety Audit (RSA)
process, a number of Indicators of Safety (IoS) are evaluated
in order to assess that the plant and organisation involved
are operating within acceptable safety margins, i.e. the
safety measures of the system conform with current norms
and standards. Moreover, the RSA must ensure that current
operational procedures and emergency management systems are consistent with the originally designed and
implemented safety measures.

3. A methodological framework
A methodology that aims at supporting designers and
analysts in developing and evaluating safety measures must
consider the basic viewpoints discussed above. In particular,
a specific stepwise procedure may be considered according
to each area of application and to the key objective of the
safety measure under analysis, namely prevention, recovery
or protection. In addition, a set of methods and models can
be considered as the functional content supporting the
application of procedures.
3.1. Procedural content
Firstly it is necessary to ensure consistency and
integration between prospective and retrospective
approaches (Fig. 2). As already discussed, both analyses
rest on a common empirical and theoretical platform:
the evaluation of the socio-technical context, and the
theoretical models and related taxonomies of HMI. Moreover, the evaluation of socio-technical context represents an
essential condition that leads to the definition of data and
parameters for prospective studies, and supports the analyst
in identifying conditions that favour certain behaviours and
may foster accidents.

Fig. 2. Framework for human error risk management for engineering
systems (HERMES).

The study of socio-technical contexts is performed by
field studies, such as observations of real work processes
and simulators, interviews, questionnaires. These represent
a set of empirical methods that can be classified as
‘Ethnographic Studies’. Further investigation is conducted
by theoretical evaluation of work processes, i.e. ‘Cognitive Task Analysis’. The selection of HMI model and
related taxonomy is equally important, as they outline the
correlation between humans and machines that are
considered in performing prospective studies. At the
same time, in retrospective studies taxonomies help in
identifying items of HMI that may influence incidental
conditions.
These two forms of preliminary assessment of HMS
are correlated by the fact that all empirical studies
and ethnographic evaluations can be implemented in
prospective and retrospective applications only if
they can feed their observations in a formal structure
offered by the HMI model and taxonomy selected by the
analyst.
The Methodology described in Fig. 2, called HERMES
[7,8], can be applied for all safety studies that require HF
analysis and must be supported by existing models and
specific methods for performing each step of the
procedure.
The steps to be carried out in the application of HERMES
are the following:
Firstly, it is necessary to select a common theoretical
platform for both retrospective and prospective types of
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analysis. This is done by defining a set of:
† Models of human behaviour;
† Models of the systems; and
† Models for the HMI,
that are adequate for the working environment and
technological complexity under study. At the same,
data and parameters typical of the system, i.e. the
common empirical platform for both types of analysis,
are derived from the evaluation of the socio-technical
environment by:
† Ethnographic studies; and
† Cognitive task analysis.
With the retrospective analysis, a set of data, influencing
factors and erroneous behaviours is evaluated by:
† Investigation on past events that is governed by
appropriate RCA and leads to the identification of causes
of accidents; and
† Identification of parameters and markers of cognitive
and factual behaviour.
Resulting from these analyses, additional insights can
be utilized for the prospective study in the form of
causes, effects and reasons of human erroneous behaviour
with respect to cognitive functions and mechanisms
during the dynamic interaction with the working
environment.
Then, for a complete prospective study the analyst and
designer needs to apply his/hers experience and creativity
for:
† Identifying boundary and initial conditions for performing predictive safety studies; and for
† Evaluating unwanted consequences and hazards, by
applying an adequate QRA technique.
In this way, HMI methods can be consistently and
coherently applied for design, safety assessment and
accident investigation as well as for tailored training.
3.2. Functional content
The HERMES methodology offers the analyst a functional content based on methods, models and techniques
ready for application. Some of them will briefly discussed
with the objective to give the reader the flavour of what is
available.
3.2.1. Model and taxonomy RMC/PIPE
The most important characteristic of HERMES consists
of the model of human behaviour (Fig. 3). The proposed
model is called Reference Model of Cognition, RMC/PIPE

Fig. 3. Reference model of cognition, RMC/PIPE [9].

[9], and is based on very neutral principles of cognition with
building-up of four cognitive functions, namely Perception,
Interpretation, Planning and Execution (PIPE), and two
cognitive processes, namely, Memory/Knowledge Base and
Allocation of Resources. The underlying paradigm of
human behaviour reflects a general consensus on the
representative characteristics of human cognition, as
emanating from early studies in cybernetics [10] and,
more recently, in models based on information processing
system analogy [11], and on psychological theories of
cognition [12,13].
A taxonomy of human erroneous behaviour is correlated
to the RMC/PIPE model, that allows the distinction and
correlation of possible human errors at the level of different
cognitive function. On the basis of this taxonomy it is
possible to:
† Define causes and effects/manifestations of human
erroneous behaviour in relation to the four cognitive
functions;
† Link causes/general effects of erroneous behaviour with
neighbouring cognitive functions and/or sudden causes,
affecting at a cognitive function; and
† Identify general categories of external (system related)
and internal (person related) factors affecting human
behaviour.
Further on, the causes of erroneous behaviour are
represented by a very useful concept of ‘not looking for a
scapegoat’, that means person related causes are the root of
inappropriate behaviour, but external causes do generate,
trigger and enhance them. Person related causes are
generically and objectively defined avoiding subjective
‘personal terms’ like inner motivation, inclination or mood.
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In this framework, it is also possible to focus on
organisational issues.
3.2.2. DYLAM method
For systematic studies integrating Human – Machine
simulation, the Dynamic Logical Analytical Method
(DYLAM) method enables to combine the stochastic nature
of system failures and human (erroneous) behaviour [14].
DYLAM permits the evaluation of time dependent behaviour of human-machine systems when the boundary
conditions and failure modes of its components are defined.
DYLAM generates and follows a series of possible
incidental sequences, which can arise during the running
time, due to failures or inappropriate behaviour of some
components of the plant. Failures occur at time instants,
which are unpredictable at the beginning of the analysis, as
they are calculated either by probabilistic algorithms or by
logical correlations between events and occurrences. Failure
conditions are chosen or defined by the user at the beginning
of the analysis.
Possible states related to human behaviour can be
identified as performances adhering perfectly to procedures,
or inappropriate performances of manual and cognitive
activities. Causes of transitions between states of human
behaviour can be related to environment and contextual
conditions as well as to random events. The taxonomy
associated to the RMC/PIPE model may be directly applied
to this purpose.
In a typical case, DYLAM, as dynamic simulation
manager, triggers time dependent failures in the plant
components and human inappropriate behaviours according
to probabilistic/logical criteria. An example of DYLAM
sequences can be seen in Fig. 4. These sequences are
generated by time dependent evolutions of physical system
variables and human characteristics that describe the actual
transient response of the human-machine system. In Fig. 4(a)
it is possible to identify 17 sequences (S1 – S17), generated in
addition to the ‘nominal sequence’ (S0), which is calculated
following the initiating event and all physical components
and human behaviours performing as expected, i.e. in
nominal state. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) show the time evolution of
some physical variables (QQVCT ; QMKUT ; and Lt ) during
Sequence S1 and the corresponding time variation of the
function Stress. The function Stress, correlated to the
physical variables, generates possible human errors and
therefore sequences, at times t1 ; t3 ; and t5 (Fig. 4(a)). All 17
sequences are generated at various times and are distinguished from each other because of different failure modes
of components and human errors.

the performance of an extended HRA is outlined [15 –17].
It will be shown how the prospective HF analysis can be
sustained by a conservative method or technique instead of
the more advanced methods being offered by HERMES
(e.g. DYLAM for dynamic event tree analyses), when the
objective is the performance of a more conventional
approach.
4.1. Theoretical stand
The Model RMC/PIPE and the correlated taxonomy of
human erroneous behaviour can be used for the extended
HRA performance. Thereby, the generic external causes
provided have to be specified into a set of context specific
expressions: at first, a structured exploitation of the
extensive plant specific knowledge is conducted in a general
way, to be specified later on. The theoretically defined
manifestations of human erroneous behaviour have to be
analysed and reflected in the particular working and sociotechnical environment, initially on a general level with
further specifications in the course of the analysis.
4.2. Evaluation of the socio-technical context
Firstly, on a macro level, the working and socio-technical
environment and human– machine interaction have to be
analysed in order to become acquainted with the procedures
and practices that are implemented within an organisation,
as well as with the philosophy and policy that affect them. In
the course of this process, issues like design, system
performance, safety and control system, human tasks,
working conditions, organisational and management aspects
are observed, reviewed and evaluated. In particular, the
existing operating procedures with the most relevant HF
related aspects are analysed in relation to environmental and
contextual (external) conditions and performance influencing factors (PIF), that may affect human behaviour.
In a subsequent phase, at a micro level, a CTA is
performed, referring to actual manifestation of behaviour.
Such CTA is mainly subject of the QRA to be carried out,
but also of the integrated RCA and Accident Investigation.
The novelty of conducting a CTA consists in the structured
identification and analysis of behavioural and cognitive
performance. That means, error modes and causes, PIF and
error mechanisms referring to cognitive functions can
additionally be identified and taken into account.
For the practical conduct of a QRA, the possible visible
forms of erroneous behaviour have to be identified and
analysed, in relation to external contextual factors and to
cognitive functions.

4. Application of HERMES for human reliability
assessment

4.3. Retrospective analysis

In this section, following the procedural framework and
the functional content provided within HERMES

Additional insights on causes and effects on human
erroneous behaviour of socio-technical context can
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Fig. 4. The DYLAM method for dynamic management of HMI simulation.

be gained as result of integrated RCA and Accident
Investigations.
This part of the HRA performance corresponds clearly to
the known and accepted approach in the system technique,
where plant specific data and information are gathered and
evaluated from the operational experiences, in order to more
adequately reflect, represent and predict expected behaviour
of engineering systems in the context of a prospective QRA.

4.4. Prospective analysis
Main objective of a prospective QRA lies in the
qualitative and quantitative prediction of the unwanted
consequences resulting from an incidental evolution of an
engineering system. Thereby, the human behaviour in the
dynamic interaction with the socio-technical context has
systematically to be considered and assessed. With
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the objective of demonstrating the performance of a static
QRA, the utilisation of the conventional reliability technique THERP [3] will be ‘embedded’ in the methodological
framework of HERMES.
4.4.1. Information and data
The input for the prospective analysis are a thorough
understanding of the working environment, the sociotechnical context and the actual manifestation of behaviour
by performing tasks and control actions. From this,
environmental and contextual (external) conditions and
PIF are analysed and determined, that may affect human
behaviour. In addition to a pure conventional approach,
causes and effects of human erroneous behaviour with
respect to cognitive functions and mechanisms in the
interaction with the working and socio-technical environment are identified and can thus be considered. This holds
also for the additional insights gained from the retrospective
analysis of the real operational experiences.
4.4.2. Identification
All information and data gathered up to now has
eventually to be evaluated for the actual performance of
the prospective analysis, i.e. the identification of data, PIF,
cognitive functions and error mechanisms as well as the
evaluation of possible forms or erroneous behaviour
identified (error modes). These are based on causes and
effects-triggered by external, context related factors—
related to cognitive functions according to the RMC/PIPE
model and correlated taxonomy.
Additionally, boundary and initial conditions, initiating
events, systemic processes and failure modes have to be
evaluated and a set of data and parameters for modes, types
and frequencies of occurrence of human erroneous behaviour and systemic failures has to be developed. The latter
aspect is also tackled in the following section.
4.4.3. Evaluation
At this stage of the HRA performance an appropriate
reliability method has to be developed or applied, that
combines causes and effects—triggered by external, context
related performance factors—of human erroneous behaviour. Herewith, the investigation and analysis of unwanted
consequences and/or hazards and their associated frequencies of occurrence and uncertainty distributions can be
carried out.
The practicability of this stage of the HRA performance,
i.e. the utilisation of THERP embedded in the methodological framework of HERMES is described hereafter
explicitly for an exemplary case.
The following task shall be investigated: In the course of
the accidental evolution of a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) in a Boling Water nuclear Reactor (BWR), the Low
Pressure (LP) injection is automatically initiated. In case of
a systemic failure of the main steam isolation
valves (MSIV), the interruption of the LP-injection is

anticipated—to prevent from flooding—and to intermittent
feeding afterwards. The objective of this measure is to avoid
the flooding of the main steam piping—due to erroneously
open MSIV, e.g. due to a systemic common cause failure—
with a possible consequent failure of this piping in the
reactor building and flooding.
For the first part of the task two error mechanisms are
investigated. The following task should be carried out: after
instruction to carry out the task, the level has to be observed
by the operator; if the level is $ 14.92 m, then the LPinjection has to be switched off. In the framework of the
CTA, causes and effects of human erroneous behaviour—
triggered by external, context related factors—related to the
cognitive functions (observation) PERCEPTION,
INTERPRETATION, PLANNING (decision making) and
EXECUTION are described.
The first error mechanism identified (case A) is described
hereafter: during the observation of the level, the limiting
value is erroneously perceived (Incorrect estimation of the
measure due to an attention failure triggered by an external
distraction; operator erroneously recognises 14.92 m, in
reality the level is 9.42 m). This leads to an incorrect
recognition of the value in the cognitive function PERCEPTION. Due to the linked cause from the PERCEPTION
function (Incorrect recognition of the value), the state is
incorrectly recognised in the INTERPRETATION function
(‘Level $ 14.92 m’). In the PLANNING function, an
incorrect choice of alternatives occurs due to the linked
cause from the INTERPRETATION function (‘Decision to
switch off, because level increases limiting value’).
Eventually, in the EXECUTION level the premature
(level ¼ 9.42 m) switching off the LP-injection takes place.
In this error mechanism, an error at level PERCEPTION
results in the erroneous behaviour of execution of an action
before the established time; it can be modelled in a static
binary HRA event tree, following the reliability technique
THERP (Fig. 5).
In order to identify an Human Error Probability (HEP)
for this error in the cognitive function PERCEPTION,
chapter 20 of THERP, can be consulted. So, for the ‘sub
task’ RECOGNITION OF VALUE according to THERP,
table 20-10 (2), an estimated HEP for an error in reading and
recording quantitative information from an unannunciated
display, here a digital indicator, can be identified, i.e. an
HEP(median) of 0.001 (EF ¼ 3).
The PIF identified, i.e. an attention failure triggered by an
external distraction, can be assessed following the suggestions in THERP, table 20-16, how to modify estimated
nominal HEPs; in this case a modifier of £ 2 could be
appropriate.
That means, the utilisation of the methodological
framework HERMES and its functional content leads to
the additional classification of an erroneous action, i.e. a
typical Error of Commission, that in the presently used
pure conventional approaches would not have been
identified.
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Fig. 5. Error of commission (premature execution)—error of PERCEPTION.

In case B a second error mechanism is identified: during
the observation of the level, the real measure of 14.92 m is
correctly read; this results in a correct recognition of the
value in the cognitive function PERCEPTION. In the
INTERPRETATION function the correct recognition of the
state takes place (‘Level $ 14.92 m’). At PLANNING level,
a wrong decision rule is used: the limiting value is
erroneously recalled at 16.34 m in the memory (Use of
wrong decision rule due to recent failures triggered by an
external distraction). This leads to an incorrect choice of
alternatives (‘Decision to not switching off, because level
has not yet reached limiting value’). Eventually, on the
EXECUTION level the delayed (level ¼ 16.34 m) switching off the LP-injection takes place.
In this second error mechanism identified, an error on
the cognitive function level PLANNING results in the
manifestation of a human erroneous behaviour, i.e. the
execution of an action after the established time, what—
in a conventional understanding—would correspond to an
error of omission referring to the objective to avoid the
flooding of the main steam piping; this error mechanism
can also be modelled in a static binary HRA event tree
(Fig. 6).
In order to identify an HEP for this error on the cognitive
function PLANNING, chapter 20 of THERP, can be
consulted. Though from a behavioural point of view the
manifestation of this error results in the known conventional
error of omission (referring to the action goal ‘preventing a
flooding because of a certain systemic failure’), the
identification of an HEP consulting THERP is slightly
more demanding.
Let us assume, the instruction for the carrying out of the
action is given orally: “Switch off LP-injection at 14,92 m
[to avoid possible failure of the main steam piping, because
MSIV are not closed]; perform intermittent feeding afterwards“. Then, an estimated HEP for an error in recalling
oral instruction items according to THERP, table 20-8 (6c),

i.e. an HEP(median) of 0.001 (EF ¼ 3), can be estimated for
the error of using a wrong decision rule, that results in an
incorrect choice of alternatives.
The PIF identified, i.e. an error due to recent failures
triggered by an external distraction, can be assessed
following the suggestions in THERP, table 20-18, how to
modify estimated nominal HEPs in order to achieve
conditional probabilities of failure given the failure on a
preceding task performance; in this exemplary case the
assumption of low level of dependence could be
appropriate.
The erroneous action identified of not preventing a
flooding can then-in a quite standard manner-be modelled,
taken into account and followed up in a usual, static
approached event tree analysis.
4.5. HERMES versus THERP
What is then the difference for this exemplary case in
comparison to a ‘pure’ THERP analysis? The latter comes
from a systemic perspective, i.e. asking for the HEP of a
certain action needed for the success of a systemic function.
That means, the actual action performance is investigated
with respect to possible errors from a behavioural
perspective, i.e. what observable human errors can occur,
without explaining, why humans act in a certain way when
performing tasks and control actions and what may trigger
inappropriate human behaviour.
In the very end, only the visible forms of erroneous
actions, i.e. the error modes or manifestations of human
erroneous behaviour are explicitly taken into account in a
QRA. Nevertheless, the consideration of the methodological
framework HERMES and its functional content leads to the
identification of error mechanisms and modes which
otherwise would not have been reflected or predicted.
The objective of a QRA, i.e. the qualitative and
quantitative prediction of the unwanted consequences

Fig. 6. Error of omission—error of PLANNING.
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resulting from an incidental evolution of an engineering
system can thus be achieved in a conventional, static
approach, but with an extended HRA performance.
Thereby, the cognitive aspect of human behaviour in the
interaction with the socio-technical context can explicitly be
tackled and considered appropriately.

5. Application of HERMES for safety audit
5.1. Problem statement
The methodology HERMES was applied for auditing a
railway organisation and offering a set of safety indicators
that would provide a structured format for regularly
checking safety state and identifying areas of concern.
This is a typical approach for preventive safety assessment
based on RSA. The application of HERMES was limited to
the identification of safety critical factors, or IoS, and their
distribution into RSA-Matrices that serve the purpose of
defining the existing level of safety within the organisation
and defining the reference measures for future audits.
The dimension of the railway organisation, called RC for
convenience, consisted of more than 100,000 employees,
engaged every day in the management of the railway traffic,
with a population of more than 70% of train drivers. The
technology and means available at RC consist of a high
number of ‘trains’ presenting a wide variety of technological solution on board, from the most modern fully automatic
controlled, high-speed machines, to very conventional
locomotives, based practically on full manual control. At
the time of the study, the railway network covered almost
20,000 km over a vast territory and a variety of terrains. The
RC company managed also the underground systems of the
some metropolitan areas. Approximately 10,000 trains per
day ensured the movement of several hundreds of thousand
passengers.
As a consequence of the complexity and dimension of the
RC organisation, the application of HERMES for the Safety
Audit alone covered an exercise of several months of work
by a team of HF experts (HF Team).

steps of HERMES, namely:
† Acquisition of information and knowledge in the field
about the working environments and practices of train
driving (Ethnographic Studies);
† Study of work requirements by task and job analysis
(Cognitive Task Analysis); and
† Identification of theoretical models and techniques to
apply (Selection of Models and Taxonomies of HMI).
This activity involved some staff members and
managers at different levels within the organisation. The
focus of this phase was to select a consistent number of
train drivers, or the most representative depots, that would
represent the core of further detailed interviews and data
collection.
Training procedures and books with norms, regulations
and standards were also made available as part of theoretical
documentation.
Phase 2
The second phase of work was dedicated to the extensive
field assessment and, thus, to the collection of the most
important source of information and data through questionnaires and interviews. The analysis of all collected data
aimed at identifying possible areas of concern.
The questionnaires were distributed to a population of
2500 train drivers and more than 700 answers were colleted.
More than 300 TDs and RC managers were involved in the
interviews.
The work of data analysis was performed with the
support of a limited selected number of experts of the
company, including train drivers and managers.
Phase 3
The third phase was totally dedicated to the development
of the safety audit and to the preparation of the
recommendations for the organisation. According to the
HERMES framework, this phase was performed exploiting
the data and results obtained in phase 2 in combination with
adequate boundary and initial conditions, selected by the
analysts on the basis of their experience and creativity. The
development of IoS and RSA-Matrices concluded the work
of Safety Audit.

5.2. Procedural and functional application of HERMES
5.3. Results of application
The work was performed in three correlated and timely
distributed phases in order to gain the maximum possible
experience and insight by the HF analysts. At the same, a
goal of the study was to transfer to the personnel of the
company the methodological know-how and information
that would allow RC to carry out future audit exercises and
safety evaluation from inside of the organisation, which is
the most efficient approach. The three phases were
structured as follows:
Phase 1
This phase included the setting up of the HF Team and
working groups supporting the study, and covered the initial

The final step of this study focused on the generation of a
set of IoSs and RSA-Matrices that would allow RC to
perform successive evaluations of its own safety level.
The generic format for applying HERMES in the case of
Safety Audit requires that IoS are identified and grouped in
four ‘families’ of Indicators according to whether they can
be considered Organisational Processes (OP), Personal and
External Factors (PEF), Local Working Conditions (LWC),
and DBS [6]. In the RSA-Matrices, the contribution of each
IoS is associated with its prevention, recovery, or containment safety characteristics.
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Table 2
Identification of IoS with reference to PIFs
Performance influencing factors
Communication within RS

Family of IoS
Serious problems encountered in the contacting managers for discussing
rules and standards
Uncertainty about future—low morale
Unions as unique channel for communicating with top management level

OP:

Unwritten rules; reporting systems

PEF:
OP:

Mental conditions
Role of unions vs. management

Communication means

Obsolete technology for communication
Inadequate maintenance on communication means
Unclear rules for communication

LWC:
LWC:
DBS:

Quality of tools/actuators
Maintenance of tools
Policies, standards

Technological interfaces

Poor ergonomics of interfaces of train cabins
Inconsistency between signals track-cabin

LWC:
LWC:

Workplace design
Signals; automation

Maintenance of trains/railway

Inadequate and insufficient maintenance of trains and tracks

DBS:
PEF:

Safety devices
Stress, system conditions

Comfort of working contexts

Obsolete technology for communication
Poor comfort of cabin, rest areas, etc.
Lack of development plans

LWC:
LWC:
PEF:

Quality of tools/actuators
Workplaces
Morale, mental condition

Roster and shifts planning

Heavy and too stiff shifts
Inadequacy of ‘fixed’ couple for max safety

PEF:
DBS:

Physical conditions
Training; supervision

Regulations/rules

Excess of rules and regulations

DBS:

Procedures, standards

Training methods and simulators

Inadequate training
Insufficient experience/expertise of instructors

DBS:
OP:

Training standards
Human relationship

The complete application of the approach foresees that
the RSA-Matrices defining the ‘current safety state’ of an
organisation are evaluated and confronted with the corresponding RSA-Matrices associated to: (a) the safety state of
the organisation at a reference time, e.g. the time of initial
operations for a plant; and (b) the IoS required by safety
regulations and standards for ascertaining acceptable safety
levels and thus operability of a plant and an organisation.
However, in this study only the RSA-Matrices and the IoS
associated with the current state of the organisation were
performed.
The PIF and possible types and modes of errors identified
during the two initial phases of work have been considered
in detail for identifying adequate IoSs. Table 2 shows the
generic IoSs that have been identified.

The utilization/application of HERMES is presented for
two areas of application: the performance of an extended
HRA in the framework of a QRA, and the implementation
of a safety audit in a railway organisation. In the latter case,
the methodology was applied to a very large organisation,
and supported the analysts in a two ways:
† Firstly, it offered a consistent ground for selecting the
most adequate models and methods for analysing
working contexts and socio-technical conditions; and
† Secondly, it provided the procedure for determining
the crucial IoS, by applying in a consistent and logical
manner the selected methods and the available
information and past experience existing within the
organisation. The IoSs are the base for determining
the safety level of an organisation and for identifying
weak points and areas of intervention.

6. Conclusions
In this paper a methodology called HERMES is
presented with its procedural framework aiming at a
consistent and coherent application of the most appropriate
HF approaches and methods for a specific problem at hand,
including the identification and definition of data. Further,
some of the functional content, i.e. the body of methods,
models and techniques offered by HERMES to deal with the
essential issues of modern HRA is briefly discussed.
Further on, the consideration of five points of view for the
development of safety studies is recommended, prior to
the analysis, in order to appropriately put into perspecive the
issues to be resolved.

These types of approaches are becoming more and
more important nowadays for ensuring safe operation of
complex systems. The HERMES methodology has shown
efficiency and effectiveness in a real and complex
application.
For a QRA, the steps to be followed according to the
procedural framework and the functional content provided
within HERMES are outlined. In a sample case, it was
shown how a prospective HF analysis can be sustained by
a conservative technique, instead of a more advanced
method offered by HERMES, when the objective is the
performance of a more conventional approach that
requires probabilities of errors. To this purpose,
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the utilisation of THERP, embedded in the methodological framework of HERMES, was explicitly described.
However, a specific improvement could be devised.
Indeed, it resulted that error mechanisms and
modes could be identified, which otherwise would not
have been detected or predicted: root causes of Errors of
Commission and causal paths to conventional Errors of
Omission.
Last but not least: what about the major bottleneck of
innovative HF approaches, i.e. the lack of readily
available data? The data retrieval while applying such a
methodology certainly demands a not negligible, accurate
and extended analysis of the socio-technical context under
study. However, also the application of a conventional,
rigid and static method or technique requires a laborious
and eventually considerable effort for the HRA performance [18]. Therefore, it is worthwhile to start utilising
advanced HF methodologies, as they are certainly able to
furnish different, in-depth and particularly safety relevant
insights.
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